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Nottinghamshire Fly- tipping Forum

Householders Duty of Care Campaign

As part of their county - wide action plan, the members of the Nottinghamshire Fly- tipping
Forum recognised the need to promote the Householders Duty of Care legislation to all of the
residents of the county. A leaflet was designed that carried information on the Duty of Care
and the penalties for fly- tipping along with an easy to interpret table outlining the wastes
considered most difficult for householders to deal with (eg white goods, gas canisters, tyres)
and what disposal methods could be used for each one. The back page of the leaflet also
outlined the contact details for each local authority for any further information required. These
leaflets were then distributed by each individual local authority via council tax bills and other
mail- outs.

Not only was this useful in encouraging householders to use registered waste carriers, but also
essential for future prosecutions under this legislation. A predictable mitigating factor for the
defence of a Householders Duty of Care prosecution would be that the householder was not
aware of the legislation. By ensuring that all households within the county are sent information
detailing their legal obligations, along with other relevant information, the mitigation is
negated.
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Figure 1 The Nottinghamshire Householders Duty of Care leaflet
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Nottinghamshire Local Authorities – Standardised Reporting
The Nottinghamshire local authorities have a county- wide Local Area Agreement target to
improve their NI196 score across all seven district councils. It was identified as a potential
issue that the recording of Flycapture data across the county may be subject to differences in
interpretation. This is especially true where several operational teams may be on the ground
recording the information. It was decided that the use of laminated, pictorial sheets would
reduce the likelihood of misinterpreting the Flycapture categories as they would provide an
easy reference point for the crews reporting the fly- tipping incidents.

Figure 2 Both sides of the laminated definition sheet

Nottingham City Council – Stop & Search Operations
In September 2004 Nottingham City Council undertook their first stop & search operation to
target vehicles carrying waste and check for waste duty of care documentation. Since this first
event they have run four events each year and have expanded the list of partners to include:
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• Nottinghamshire Police
• The Environment Agency
• Trading Standards
• DVLA
• VOSA
• HM Revenue and Customs
• Immigration
• Department of Work & Pensions
• Taxi Licensing
• Gang Masters Licensing Association

All of the above partners have an interest in either the business of waste collection /disposal
(or businesses in general), the individuals running the businesses, and/or the vehicles used for
collecting and disposing of waste.

These events are successful in identifying non- compliance with various elements of the waste
‘Duty of Care’ legislation as well other illegal activities. They are also a good opportunity for
the local authority to build relationships with those other organisations and to work
individually with them on other projects.

For further information, please contact:

Christine Walker
Nottingham City Council

E: christine.walker@nottinghamcity.gov.uk

